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Esploro™ Research Portal and Profiles 
allows institutions to showcase their 
research excellence with ease by 
automatically capturing publications 
and connecting information into one 
portrait of your institution. It reduces 
manual entry and breaks down data 
silos, linking comprehensive scholarly 
information from the most trusted 
sources across all academic disciplines. 

Esploro’s profiles provide your 
institution with a comprehensive view 
of the research done by its researchers.  
While the portal ensures the research 

outputs are visible and discoverable, 
the dynamic profiles are updated 
regularly so researchers are showcasing 
the full breadth and depth of their 
current work and expertise.

Multi-dimensional Esploro profiles 
include a wide array of research 
outputs, including publications, 
projects, activities, datasets and 
more. Publications account for the 
majority of outputs, and capturing 
all relevant work is essential to 
showcasing outputs and the impact 
measures associated with them. 

Lift the manual burden and let Clarivate 
populate your institution’s profiles

Quickly obtain 
accurate and 
complete 
profile data

The Esploro Profile Enrichment 
Service manages the automated 
and manual processes required to 
connect publications from several 
sources to your authors, removing 
the burden from the institution.

Esploro Profile 
Enrichment Service



Esploro connects researchers 
to their works using a multi-step 
approach which is executed during 
an implementation phase and 
continues with ongoing updates.  

Delivering enriched profiles

What you have What you know What you’re missing What is new

1| Smart Migration 2| Smart Expansion 3| Smart Harvesting
retrospective

4| Smart Harvesting
ongoing

Migrates outputs from  
existing repositories:

• Automated author matching 
and deduplication 

• Creating relationships 
to other entities

Adds and enhances known 
outputs from trusted sources:  

• Ex Libris Central Discovery 
Index (CDI) 

• Researcher Publication Lists

• ORCID Profiles

• and more

Finds and adds  
new publications:

• Searching the Ex Libris 
Central Discovery Index (CDI)

• Matching outputs 
to researchers 

• Creating and 
enhancing records

Ongoing discovery and addition  
of new publications:

• Routinely scheduled
harvesting jobs

Powered by  
Author Matching AI algorithm

A. • Clarivate executes 
• Clarivate executes using 

additional sources - and reviews

• Clarivate executes using 
additional sources, 
and spot checks results

• Institution executes 

B. • Clarivate executes during 

             implementation  

• Clarivate executes during 
implementation 

• Institution can run at anytime
• Institution executes • Institution executes 

There are two methods for 
accomplishing the work, which can 
be used in tandem or separately:

A.  Profile Enrichment Service 
Clarivate builds and expands
the institution’s profile data

B.  Self-serve profile creation Using 
Esploro administrator tools, institutions 
can gather data and populate profiles.

With the Profile Enrichment Service:

When opting for this service,  
an Esploro Professional Services 
expert will work with you to 
identify potential data sources and 
will get your feedback at several 
checkpoints during the project. 

We recommend using the service 
when Esploro is first implemented. 
It can also be used anytime and 
contracted regularly to ensure 
that researchers new to the 
institution can benefit.

Learn more about Esploro at 
clarivate.com/esploro
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• Reduce rollout time and gain
a rich portal and comprehensive
profiles that demonstrate the
Esploro value to researchers,
department heads and 
other stakeholders.

• Reduce the workload associated 
with building a comprehensive, 
retrospective, collection of
your researchers’ publications.
Clarivate will run the automated
tools, review results and assist
with corrections for accuracy.




